It turns out, by the way, that the existence of the missing planetary system had been erased, in an act of archival sabotage. The Jedi Archives may seem "comprehensive and totally secure" but even this futuristic vision shows the limits of archival control. The archivist's pose of omniscience is truly an illusion.6 However, as Eric Ketelaar points out, the fact that Obi-Wan must physically enter the Jedi Archives in his search shows the power of the archivist, who must mediate "between brain and source."7 The role of the archivist is crucial and powerful.
The

Illusion of Neutrality
However much we protest our objectivity and neutrality, as archivists we cannot avoid casting our own imprint on these powerful sources of knowledge. Since the emergence of "scientific history" in the nineteenth century, historians have relied on archives and other primary sources to buttress their interpretations of the past. "Through the seminar, invented in the 1830s by a German professor of history, Leopold von Ranke, the master teacher taught the techniques of reading and dissecting historical documents," as Joyce Appleby, Lynn Hunt, and Margaretjacob explain. "Students learned to compare the documents rigorously; newly opened state and church archives became places where truth might be found through an interrogation of document after document."8 The archives would be a scientific laboratory for historical investigation. Hilary Jenkinson stated the archivist's ideal of objectivity, neutrality, and passivity in 1922:
The Archivist's career is one of service. He exists in order to make other people's work possible. . . . His Creed, the Sanctity of Evidence; his Task, the Conservation of every scrap of Evidence attaching to the Documents committed to his charge; his aim to provide, without prejudice or after-thought, for all who wish to know the Means of Knowledge. . . . The good Archivist is perhaps the most selfless devotee of Truth the modern world produces.9
As Elisabeth Kaplan points out, Jenkinson's appeal to nineteenth-century canons of positivism -even after the twentieth-century thinking of Einstein and Freud, among others -seems in retrospect "a stunningly reactionary statement."10 Yet nearly a century later this is still the ideal held up to us by many of our colleagues. Even if we were to accept the possibility of such neutrality and objectivity, do we really want to be obsequious Uriah Heeps, handmaidens to history? I hope we have higher aspirations. We certainly should have more selfrespect than this. If we pride ourselves on our humility we may end up like the man given a small medal as the most humble person in town. He had it taken away when he was seen wearing the medal in public.
The postmodernist perspective only recently seeped into the American archival discourse, but it has already influenced our perspective on the traditional core values of archives. As one scholar explains, "Postmodernism calls into question Enlightenment values such as rationality, truth, and progress, arguing that these merely serve to secure the monolithic structure of modern . . . society by concealing or excluding any forces that might challenge its cultural dominance."11 There is a fundamental, if unpleasant, truth in this postmodernist critique. Unfortunately it is obscured in writings of many postmodernists by jargon, convoluted syntactical gyrations, and a good dose of claptrap. As the postmodernist Godfather seems to say: "I'll make you an offer you can't understand." Archives are not neutral or objective. We heard this before the postmodernists arrived, but they have reinforced our awareness of this problem. In 1970, Howard Zinn, the radical historian, told an audience of archivists that the archivist's "supposed neutrality" was "a fake." "The archivist, even more than the historian and the political scientist, tends to be scrupulous about his neutrality, and to see his job as a technical job, free from the nasty world of political interest: a job of collecting, sorting, preserving, making available, the records of the society," Zinn declared. However, he continued, "the existence, preservation, and availability of archives, documents, records in our society are very much In the archival temple, records of human activity achieve authority and immortality (or at least its semblance). The very acts of selection and preservation set some records apart from others and give them heightened validity. They represent evidence, information, truth, and social memory. "Archivists need to realize that appraisal is part of a larger process of building public memory and a process of connecting to other societal events related to the past," Richard Cox reminds us.18 As Michel-Rolph Trouillot states in Silencing the Past, the "making of archives involves a number of selective operations: selection of producers, selection of evidence, selection of themes, selection of procedures -which means, at best the differential ranking and, at worst, the exclusion of some producers, some evidence, some themes, some procedures." Trouillot continues: "History does not belong only to its narrators, professional or amateur. While some of us debate what history is or was, others take it in their own hands."19 I take this as a call for action by archivists.
Archivists have long recognized that we are somehow in the "memory business," but we have not always understood our role or the extent of our job description. The idea that archivists play a role in shaping public memory, Cox suggests, should affect "the identification of what records should reside within the archives or be designated as archival in value." He sees archives as "a symbolic way station on the road to a collective memory."20 What we preserve in our archives represents a complex array of social values. As Elisabeth Kaplan argued in an essay on archives and the construction of identity, "We are what we collect, we collect what we are."21 By preserving some records and not others, archivists affect society's collective understanding of its past, including what will be forgotten.
Archives, however, do not constitute the past, nor our social memory of the past. René Magritte reminded us of this distinction with his famous painting of a curved pipe, under which he wrote "Ce n'est pas une pipe." In fact it was not a pipe, only a painted representation of a pipe. We should not confuse archives -or history -with memory. In fact, after researching his mother's stories of growing up in Ireland, historian Richard White cautioned, "History is the enemy of memory. . . . When left alone with memories, historians treat them as detectives treat their sources: they compare them, interrogate them, and match them one against the other."22 Archival sources proved many of White's mother's memories to be false.
In this summer's blockbuster novel, Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince, Professor Dumbledore promises to help the young wizard learn the secrets of his past by accompanying him into the Pensieve, a magical device into which people's thoughts and memories can be downloaded -to be retrieved or explored later. As they set out, Dumbledore warns Harry, "I told you everything I know. From this point forth, we shall be leaving the firm foundation of fact and journeying together through the murky marshes of memory into thickets of wildest guesswork."23 As archivists, of course, we recognize that what Hogwarts School needed was a good archives.
Archives help us clarify the "murky marshes of memory" and substitute documentation for guesswork. What archives provide is the record of an agreement made at a certain time, by one or more persons, about individual actions, events, and stories. Archives do not testify to the accuracy or truth of these accounts, as Luciana Duranti has argued in her study of diplomatics, but rather to the accuracy of how and when the account was created.24 Collectively, these Paying attention to the need for accountability and documentation serves the cause of human rights and social justice. "Archives not only aid in holding today's organizations legally and fiscally accountable to society, they also hold yesterday's leaders and institutions accountable, both in terms of morality and effectiveness," John Dirks claims. The availability of archives is essential to serve "a society's need for the prevalence of justice, and the preservation of rights, and values."43 Archival records have been used to rehabilitate people wrongly convicted of crimes under a totalitarian regime and to obtain restitution from their former oppressor.44
As archivists we must strive, as Duff and Harris urge, "to investigate the aspects of records that are not being described, and the voices that are not being heard." However, in giving voice to the marginalized groups in society, they remind us that we must be careful not to inject our own biases and assumptions. "It is imperative that we not romanticize 'otherness,' " they insist.45
There 
